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According to Mckinsey, CPG brands experienced more absolute growth during
the pandemic than in the four years from 2016 to 2019. 
 
At the same time, nearly $3 billion of sales was lost due to out-of-stocks during
the same period just for ten consumer good categories! 
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ONE YEAR AFTER PANDEMIC
Missed sales continue due to out of stock

How is that possible?
Let’s demystify this phenomenon.

The effect of Covid 19 on CPG shopping behavior

During the pandemic, there was a large shift in population from large urban
centers to suburban areas as many people shifted back to their native places.
This has created an issue for retail brands who are struggling with historical data
trends. With smaller places facing stock-outs, it is hard for brands to know how
much inventory to shift to which stores when the demographics are rapidly
changing every day. 



Apart from population-based changes, the increase of online shopping of CPG
goods during the pandemic has also thrown a curveball for the inventory
management system. Decreased online shopping and panic purchases have
further complicated the forecasting, planning, and allocation of CPG goods in
stores. 

The impact by numbers

A NielsenIQ research found that 30% of shoppers surveyed will go to new
stores when they can’t find what they want in their current stores
70% of shoppers will buy another brand when a product they seek isn’t
available
65% of customers believe that they “somewhat” or “completely” agreed that
they tried another brand because their desired one wasn’t available
53% of consumers said that their choice of the store was the one where they
could get the most items they wanted in one place
52% of respondents picked the store that was conveniently located to their
home
With the unemployment rates increasing during the pandemic, one-third of
consumers (33%) indicated that they chose a store with the lowest prices or
best deals
75 per cent of Americans tried new brands from new places, according to
Mckinsey 

COVID19 impacted the purchasing pattern and stocking of CPG goods in different
ways. Some of them include:
 

What does it mean for CPG companies?

CPG companies that can streamline, automate, redesign or even eliminate
mundane manual processes would be ‘in stock’ in the post-pandemic era. 
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Infilect is an Enterprise SaaS provider for retail manufacturers, retail brands, and retailers. With
innovations in Image Recognition and AI, Infilect's products empower the retail industry with
unprecedented visibility into omnichannel sales, in-store merchandising, and store operations.
Infilect uses Computer Vision and Artificial intelligence technology to convert visual data into
intelligent and insightful business insights that help monitor retail or store operations, improve
brand visibility inside stores and boost per-store sales performance. Presently, we serve top
global retail brands including Procter & Gamble, Coca Cola, Britannia-India, ITC-India, Lowes,
AbinBev, Samsung, Heineken and more. Our solutions are deployed and scaled in 16+
countries and 400K stores worldwide. Today, Infilect processes over 4 Million in-store images
per month and empowers retail leaders with real-time visibility into their in-store product,
promotions and pricing strategies. For more information, visit https:/www.infilect.com
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